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Photos not available for this variation. Recently, a customer of ours brought in a 2. After
removing the front covers and doing some investigating, we diagnosed a bad water pump.
Because of the high mileage on the engine, we recommended new timing and balance shaft
belts, in addition to a new pump. The customer gave us the go-ahead to do the work. Just as we
were getting started on the job, I noticed oil leaking pretty badly from the front balance shaft
seal. An immediate red flag went up because I remember reading in your column some time ago
that this seal is prone to repeated blowouts, and that there is a remedy available. Unfortunately,
I can't seem to locate the issue in which you published the solution. Can you repeat your
recommendations before we reseal this engine; the last thing we need is a comeback on this
car. Thanks in advance for your help. Right magazine, wrong columnist, Mike. While I'd love to
take the credit, it was actually my good buddy Dan Marinucci who broke this story a few years
ago in his always informative Foreign Service column. Just so everyone is aware of what's
going on, the front balance shaft seal on the 2. In best-case scenarios, the car owner will shut
down the engine in time, with nothing more happening than the belts getting a good soaking
and requiring replacement. The more typical scenario is that the engine loses all its lube and
suffers catastrophic failure. The fact that the seal on your customer's Accord is a "leaker" is,

indeed, rare, and very fortunate for him. Over the years, there have been a number of theories
as to why the balancer seal pops on the 2. But to date, no one has come up with conclusive
evidence as to what's actually going on. Honda, meanwhile, for years never even acknowledged
that the problem existed! Several years ago, a few aftermarket companies looked at the problem
and came up with a simple, inexpensive fix-a small retainer plate. The retainer gets affixed to the
pump housing using two existing bolts, with two small fingers shrouding the seal to keep it
firmly in the pump bore, where it belongs. The retainer works like a charm, and is being used
extensively by Honda specialists around the country during routine timing belt jobs and other
work requiring front cover removal. In an interesting twist to this whole saga, Honda just two
months ago released a TSB addressing the seal concerns on the 2. The TSB introduced a
product update campaign, whereby dealers were informed that owners of Honda vehicles were
being sent letters alerting them to the problem and being told to bring their cars in for a
checkup. The checkup involves looking for-you guessed it-an aftermarket seal retainer on the
pump housing. If the retainer is missing, the dealer is instructed to install Honda's own version
Part No. While it's good to see that Honda is finally on top of the seal blowout issue,
interestingly enough, the product update leaves out tens of thousands of pre-'94 cars still on
the road that can suffer a similar fate. Seems to me that's a golden opportunity for independents
to garner some additional revenue, while protecting their customers' 2. December Issue. Back
to Summary. Seal of Disapproval Recently, a customer of ours brought in a 2. Download PDF.
No results found. Send to Email Address. Your Name. Your Email Address. I'd be happy to
advise you, Charles. They're good cars, Raine; but like in the post I did with the list of things to
check out, ask to see the owner's records. Used car shopping is not my favorite gig either.
Something your average used car shopper would never know about or look for or even know
what they were looking at. This is one of the places the internet comes in handy. A search on
recalls and on any forums discussing the car in question often turns up odd things like this.
Then at least you have some idea what's likely to be wrong, but not always. Thanks for
enlightening the masses on this one, Bernard. I know a couple of people with Accords, I'll pass
the info along. Thanks, VL, from on, Honda switched to the 2. I wanted to post this because the
94 through 's are still popular used car buys out here in the West. The balance shaft seal just
went out in my 99 accord k miles. Does this sound excessive to you? That price is in the
ballpark, Heleena. There are many peripheral things which have to be done when doing the
balance shaft seal. The valve cover has to be taken off, so I always check valve adjustment, and
replace the gasket. Check with the garage, and make sure they're replacing the water pump,
timing belt, balance shaft belt, balance shaft seal and adding the balance shaft seal retainer as
in the picture. If the drive belt or belts have not been replaced, they also should be replaced. I
use only Honda parts on this job, and so should they. If they are only doing all of these things,
then the price is in the acceptable range. They may be doing an oil and filter change and coolant
flush at the same time if you haven't had those done in a while. Did they give you a detailed
parts and labor estimate? No I haven't gotten an itemized estimate. Hopefully they can email me
that today. I'll post again when I know more. Thanks for your help. Seems like a lot in labor.
What's your opinion? Heleena, the one thing that bothers me on their estimate the most is they
haven't listed the Honda Balance Shaft Seal Retainer. That is what keeps the Balance Shaft Seal
from ever popping out again, like in the lower blog picture. I would advise making sure they
install the retainer. It permits me to charge a bit less. The most important thing about the repair
is that it's done right. A couple hundred dollars savings is meaningless if the job fails and ruins
the engine. I mentioned the retainer to them and said the new balance shaft seals now include it.
How can I be sure though? Honda out here sells the retainer and balance shaft seal separately.
I'm afraid you'll have to trust them on it, Heleena. There's no upside to them making it up. It's
only a three dollar part. I hope it works out well for you. Hi, my seal just sprung a leak at ,xxx
miles, and I was wondering if there are any special installation procedures for the retainer plate,
or is it a direct retrofit? Gilbs, the Honda retainer is a direct retrofit. The job itself is not to be
taken on lightly though. Nice Pictures. When I started the car, though, I noticed a very small leak
from the timing case -- about 1 drop every 20 seconds. When I reopened the cover I saw a small
puddle under the balance shaft seal, so I'm guessing I didn't put the seal back in correctly. I did
install the retainer and the seal appears to be in place correctly. Do you have any advice? Do I
need to coat the seal before pushing it back in, or perhaps push it back in farther I'd only used
my fingers to push it back in place? Kendra, Are you sure the fresh oil trail is coming down from
the balance shaft? If so, can you tell if the oil is coming out from around the shaft, or from
around the outside of the seal? Did you use Honda parts or aftermarket parts? The balance
shaft seal should be flush with the case. You can put sealer on the outside edge of the seal, but
never on the actual lip seal around the shaft. I would recommend finding out exactly where the
fresh oil trail is coming from before diving into it again. Say Bernard, is it necessary to have the

No. It is extremely easy to mistime this job. You will have to have detailed instructions to
attempt this, and more than a little expertise. Ah, I hadn't put a new seal in -- I had instead
pushed the old one back into place, but it was deformed from being in the wrong position and
so continued to leak. Once I put a new seal in, the leak stopped. Thanks, Kendra. Mine popped
out before i could get it installed. Luckily I was near a honda dealer and they installed one and
replaced the T-belts and balance belts free of charge. I still have the car and now it has over ,
miles on it! That was when the car had about K miles. Yeah, Anon, that'll get your blood
pumping. I'm glad you were near a dealer where you could get it serviced. The dealer doing the
job under warranty was exceptional considering the car had a , miles on it. I found the same
problem with the Prelude sr It's a 2. No retainer use. All that oil leak for that little seal. Lucky on
that one, intake cam sprocket sliped one tooth!!!! You were very lucky, Anon. You're right, you
can lose a lot of oil from there in a very short time. Hi Bernard Great site. I am going to do this
job on a 2. To avoid a mess when changing the water pump I was wondering if there is a coolant
drain on the block? Thanks Anon. The block drain is on the back of the engine near the oil filter.
There really isn't much chance of avoiding a mess other than putting a drain pan under the
water pump. Loosen the water pump bolts and pull it away from the housing enough to allow
flow into your drain pan. Buy a can of quick dry brake cleaner to spray away dirt, coolant, or oil
before reassembly. Good luck. Bernard, The balance shaft seal on my Honda Accord just
popped out on me - oil drained out almost completely. I took it to the Honda dealer to get fixed
and the rep explained to me that this is not an isolated issue. He stated that Honda has
reingeered the seal to include a retatiner. But too late for me. I've read in forums where they
have done this for people who experienced problems with their transmissions, but no longer
under warranty. I don't think they will, Arnel. They did make repairs under warranty for quite a
while, depending on mileage and age of the car. They gambled you would need a timing belt
replacement before the balance shaft seal popped out so they could install the new seal and
retainer then. It is a good time to get all the maintenance items done like water pump, hoses,
and belts along with the seal. I hope you caught it in time. I have a 91 accord and i am changing
the cam seal, and both balance shaft seals. I was wondering about the rear balance shaft gear
case assembly. Is this allowable? Also, i have the oring gasket that goes between the case and
the oil pump housing but some people are saying that there is another gasket or o ring in the
case somewherE? I'm not sure exactly what you're trying to do anon. It's not necessary to
remove the balance shaft or the oil pump to replace the belts and seals. I advise you to get an
actual shop manual before you go any further. They have the older manuals on sale on E-Bay.
For the information you're looking for I would advise getting a real Honda Manual. How can you
remove the balance shaft seal to replace it if it hasn't popped out yet? Also you don't need to
set TDC or set balance shaft with special tool, just paint lines from pulley over belts to block,
transfer lines to new belts and install. I have a honda accord lx vtec 4 cyl with K on it in. Time
for its first timing belt change. I also want to get the water pump done at the same time. Does
honda have a part number for the balance shaft retainer or is this included with the balance
shaft seal? Should I get the crank seal replaced? Should I get the timing belt tensioner and or
the balance shaft tensioner replaced? Anon - The Balance Shaft Seal and Retainer kit number
from the early nineties through into the 's is: POA I change the cam and crank seals if there is
any hint of leakage around them. I always change the tensioner spring. I'm sorry, JoeBull, I
didn't see your question. If there's no leakage you could just install the retainer. Replacing the
seal as you know will require taking the timing and balance shaft belts off again. Does Honda
install the balance shaft retainer for the Accord? At aprx how many km should the tensioners,
springs, and seals be replaced? I am going to take my accord to a honda dealer and its kind of
stressing me out cause I dont know what all to get replaced an I am working on a limited
budget. The one that popped out in my post is from a Honda Accord so if you don't want trouble
make sure they install the retainer. I just got the seal retainer P0A it doesn't come with the seal
just a dipstick tube O-ring. If this is a recall why was I charged for it? Honda used to sell only
the retainer and the dipstick tube o-ring in that kit for the models. Out here now when I order
that part number I get the seal and retainer. The recall on the models has been over for quite
some time. Honda doesn't even acknowledge they still have the problem on their later engines,
JoeBull. I'm sorry, rjkrichierich, but if your Honda does have a balance shaft seal pop out
problem, this job is not for beginners. Even experienced mechanics have messed up doing this
job because of missing a step. You need to first confirm it's the balance shaft seal actually
throwing the oil out, and then save up the money to get it done right. I was driving yesterday
and my oil light came on. I drove about 5 miles home and I noticed a oil leak from the side of the
timing cover. I'm assuming the balance shaft seal popped out or came louse. I was planning on
driving my car 24 miles to my mechanic but I want to know if that was safe to do in my car's
condition. Ben, you may have done significant damage just driving the five miles with the oil

light on. It is NOT safe to drive any distance. Have your car towed. Ok, I'm buying the parts from
Honda and getting the car towed to my mechanic. I'm getting the timing belt, balance shaft belt,
power steering belt, compressor belt, water pump, camshaft seal, crankshaft seal, balance shaft
seal, balance shaft retainer, timing belt adjuster spring, timing balancer belt adjuster spring, and
head cover gasket. Do you also recommend replacing both tensioners the timing belt adjuster
and the timing balancer belt adjuster? Is there anything I forgot? Does your mechanic repair
cars using customer bought parts, Ben? Many don't. You can specify you want all Honda OEM
parts which is definitely a good idea on this job. Since you've been happy with your mechanic's
work in the past let him give you a run down on what you need and an estimate for the job,
including the time. Let him know you drove it for five miles with the oil light on. You have the list
of parts right. I don't replace the tensioners unless they are damaged. BernardL, I just wanted to
say thanks for the blog post. Anyways here is a follow up: I took the car to the mechanic and the
balance shaft seal did indeed pop out. My uncle owns the auto shop, so I made a deal with him
and I ended up not paying for the labor. I'm glad it worked out for you, Ben. I hope your Honda
doesn't show any other signs of engine damage. Check your fluid levels religiously and keep an
eye on your dash while driving for lights or temperature spikes. Thanks for the update. Hey
Bernard. I have a 99 accord with a blown head gasket. I have removed the head and I'm sending
it out to get checked for cracks and resurfaced if not cracked the car only has 82, miles on it
and runs great no smoke. I have done a lot of timing belt but never one with a balancer shaft. So
my question to you is that I did'nt mark the timing alightment marks up with anything other than
top dead center on the crankshaft. And the number 2 question is after i get everything lined up
on the timing belt. Will I only have to line up the balancer shaft timing mark? Payson, you need
detailed instructions to do the timing belt job as I've mentioned in several earlier comments.
Even professional mechanics have mistimed the balance shaft and ended up with a vibration. I
sent you a link to an On-line PDF file. Use it along with a Honda manual or equivalent to help
you get your Honda back together. Bernard, I have the same problem as Payson - I just marked
the crankshaft but didn't note anything on the balancer. Could you send me that link to the PDF
as well? I have a 95 Accord 4cyl. Here it is, George. Bernard, Thank you for the link!
Unfortunately it looks like you may need to change permissions on WindowsLive. I keep getting
the message "This folder might not be shared with you. Hi Bernard, Your blog is great!! When I
had my car in for major service, the mechanic said: "Engine is seeping oil into spark plug tubes
from lower tube seals especially on number 4 cylinder. Without seal retainer, it is possible for
seal to fall out and a major oil leak. I am due for a timing belt and am very concerned because I
am noticing an oil leak but am not sure of the source. Kateri, yes the seal and retainer should be
installed on your 91 Honda. It's very common as your mechanic points out that oil can get into
the spark plug tubes when the valve cover gasket and tube seals need replaced. All that can be
done when your timing belt job is done, including valve adjustment. Your Civic has a 1. I did not
expect such a quick answer from you!! I have a couple of other questions to post soon. I am
elated that I found you!! The pictures and information you posted about the balance shaft seal
retainer are very helpful. I want to make sure I go to someone who knows about this. I found out
that many o the mechanics I spoke to were not aware of it.. You are doing a great service
sharing your knowledge with all of us out here!! Thanks again No problem, Kateri. When you do
have your timing belt job done. Make sure they install the balance shaft seal and retainer. The
Honda seal and retainer kit number is POA I have a rule of thumb regarding old cars - if you
can't sell it for the cost of the repairs the day after you get the repairs, I advise looking for
another vehicle. The prices are in the ball park but twenty year old cars leak a little oil and if the
engine is worn it may be forcing oil out blow-by when you're at freeway speeds. That would
mean no matter what you fixed regarding oil leaks it will probably still leak. Hi Benard, Thank
you for your opinion on my 91 Honda Accord decision. I value your opinion, experience and the
time you take to share your knowledge with those who come to you for help. Thanks for the
good info here. Glad I googled you up. I just had something dump about a quart of oil on the
ground from under my timing belt cover on my 93 Accord , yesterday. I started the engine and
let it idle to warm up a bit. Fortunately, I got back out of the car and stepped right into the huge
puddle of crude. I shut the car off and cleaned up the oil. I always like to go to mechanics
knowing what is wrong so I want to ask; If I remove the upper timing belt cover will I likely be
able to see exactly where the oil blew out? If it requires removing the lower cover, is that doable
without putting the car on jackstands? The timing and balance belts have less than 10, miles on
them. Are those belts likely to have been damaged beyond further use by this mess? I looked at
my receipt from that job and the mechanic lists "Front Cam Seal, "Front Crank Seal," and "Seal
Kit" as things replaced along with the belts. Is the Balance Seal likely to be included in that kit?
These were supposedly "quality" aftermarket parts. I will have to have the car towed but where
it is parked might force towing it from the rear. I assume the transmission in neutral means the

engine will not turn while the front wheels turn so I shouldn't have any more oil come out during
towing? I guess my 93 needs the seal retainer, too? Thanks so much for the great source of
information about this problem. Anon, yes you'll need the balance shaft seal retainer. From
what you've stated it definitely seems the balance shaft seal has popped out. I wish I could tell
you why they didn't put a retainer in. Getting the lower cover off will require taking everything
off you see there. I doubt you can see the popped out seal with just the upper cover removed. I
advise against partial tear down. Tow it in. They won't know about belt condition until they get a
look inside. The balance shaft seal and retainer is a separate kit. The oil will not pour out again
unless you start the engine so let the tow truck driver decide the best way to take your vehicle
in. I'm sorry this happened to you, especially since it was easily avoidable. Plead for help from
the UK. I have Honda Prelude 2. Is there anyway you could obtain and post item to UK? Paul,
the 2. If you mean a 2. Hi Bernard, Thanks for your quick response I have the engine stripped
down so can actually see the shaft with the seal popped out along the shaft just as in your
picture and have completely oil soaked drive and timing belts and oil everywhere under the
bonnet. Here's another link to try, Paul. I don't make the parts and I'm not in the shipping
business. I hope this other link is cheaper for you. Thanks Bernard, already been to parts bin,
unfortunately, they dont post to UK. It was indeed the balance seal. No retainer was in place. I
had to have it put on a rollback and taken to the last shop that did my belt. He swears that the
information he has did not call for that retainer for Accord and there wasn't one on the engine
when he got the car. Best I could get him to do was cut me some slack on the labor, but I had to
pay to get him to put in the retainer. Maybe it would have been worth it to let the dealer do that
last timing belt. Almost certainly they would have put that retainer on there. Not all the dealers
put them in, Anon. If the vehicle is not in the recall parameters Honda singled out back in the
nineties some of them don't put the retainer in either. It's ridiculous not to and as I mentioned in
the original post Honda should have begun installing them at the factory when they first noticed
the problem. One other precaution to take, Anon - make sure your PCV crankcase ventilation
valve and the vacuum hose going to it are clear and working. Excess pressure building up in the
crankcase can force oil out too. Thanks for the update on your experience. Bernard- It seems
that the balance shaft seal on my 05 Accord has popped out. As this is quite a heft repair, I'm
curious as to what the cause could be so I can instruct my mechanic to check that out as well.
The last thing I did with the car likely caused it. It was sitting in the snow for 2 weeks and had
gotten boxed in by snowploughs. When I was getting it out, I had to rev the engine up pretty
high. There were also some snow chunks under the car that I could have hit. Would a balance
shaft seal pop out because the engine came down on a chuck of ice, or could only high oil
pressure cause that? I know I should have the PCV checked out. What else could be the cause?
Thanks in advance. Revving may have been the cause, Nathan, but the ones I've done came out
with no help from any outside sources. That's why there is a retainer now to make sure it
doesn't happen. Make certain your mechanic installs the retainer kit. Bernard; Accord, I am
replacing my daughters balance shaft seal. Problem is can't get crank pulley nut loose. Thanks
in advance, KJK. KJK, put it back together and take it in to a shop. On many of those crank
bolts nothing short of heating them until they glow red with an Acetylene torch enables you to
use an air wrench to take them off. Thanks for this post, i just took of the timing belt and saw
that the balance shaft seal was leaking, I didnt know about the retainer clip, thanks. You're
welcome, Anon. Please make sure you follow whatever shop manual instructions you have to
the letter when you put things back together. It's real easy to get the balance shaft out of time.
The mechanic will let me provide my own parts so I figure I can order them and save a little bit
of money. I plan on ordering OEM parts. Need the timing and balancer belts and adjusters.
Which seem to also be called tensioners. Looks like you suggest replacing both springs. The
names vary on the parts website. Can you tell me what seals I need as read from a parts
diagram? Also, a year ago another mechanic told me the engine mount is weak. Figure I should
wait for my new mechanic to take a look to let me know if they think I need the work as well. The
seals are the crankshaft seal, camshaft seal, and balance shaft seal, Josh. You have the rest of
the parts listed, and definitely the water pump and seal. Thanks for the 'unsurprisingly' quick
response. What I'm confused about is translating 'crankshaft seal, camshaft seal, and balance
shaft seal' to what I'm seeing on Honda Parts websites. They don't seem to be labeled as such.
Hi Bernard, I'm installing a front balance shaft seal on my 93 honda accord. In the mitchell
technical service bulletin, it states that you must use a special tool to install this seal, and then
you must push the seal into its full depth in the oil pump housing. Is this true? Does it matter if
you push the oil seal until it bottoms out on the oil pump housing? From the picture, it looks
like you only have the front of the oil seal mate with front of the oil pump housing. Anon, it just
has to be a little past flush with the retainer in place like the picture. You can push the seal in
with your thumbs or use anything that doesn't damage the seal while keeping it from angling

crookedly. For those of you who have suggested I add a donation gizmo to my blog so I may get
some recompense for my efforts, I have an alternative since I hate the word donation. It comes
out November 22ond, but you can get a look at it there and pre-order it. That way my publisher
finds happiness and you can say thank you while getting something in return. My novel Cold
Blooded is now on Nook too. Doing a timing belt and balancer belt change out. This is no joke. I
bought the car with 55K miles from the original owner in and I have all the maintenance records
tracked since it was originally purchased I haven't had the funds to do it until now so that's why
it has that many miles on this belt. Anyway, I was writing you after reading all these entries
concerning the balance shaft seal retainer - the service techs at Honda told me they don't
bother adding the retainer on the Accords unless they are or older. They were saying that
Honda modified the seal cavity on '98 and newer models such that the retainer isn't neccessary.
I must say, the seal went in very tight and with a bit of effort even with silcone grease on the
inner lip and a little silicone spray on the outer lip as recommended. I started reading on your
blog about several cases where post '97 Accords lost their balance shaft seal. So, now I don't
know what to think except I guess it certainly wouldn't hurt to add it. When I did originally attach
it however this was before I talked to the Honda service techs about it , it didn't lay down right
so as to contact the actual seal. When I went to tighten the attachment bolt that sits on the
outboard side of the timing belt cover sealing lip , the end of the retainer that's supposed to
make contact with the seal pitched up several mm's so as to no longer actually make contact. It
looks like the bend that folds over the cast sealing lip is not clearing the lip exactly as it should
and this is causing the open end of the retainer to "pitch up". What do you say to this? Have
you experienced this before with this particular retainer installation? The main thing I really
wanted to ask you was concerning instructions I retrieved from an all data system which talk
about securing the "rear" balancer shaft with a 6mm X mm bolt. It says to install this bolt to hold
the rear balancer shaft in place before aligning the front balancer shaft mark with that on the
engine block when installing the balancer belt. That seems to indicate that there are 2 disticnt
and seperate balancer shafts? Is this the case? If not, how can you secure the "rear" shaft and
then align the "front" shaft if they are the same shaft. I am a little confused about this
configuration and hope you can clarify this. I actually purchased a video online that a mechanic
sells to show step by step on how to do this whole procedure No where in the video does he
mention installing this 6mm X mm bolt in a "maintenance hole" toward the rear of the engine to
lock in the "rear" balancer shaft. Please help if you can. I was hoping to finish the job this
evening when I get off work, so if you're still updating this blog, I would be most grateful if you
have any input for me. Thanks for you help, Kenneth. Kenneth, I don't care what the Honda
mechanics say. The Honda I used for this blog is a As to the retainer not fitting, you've either
bought an aftermarket one that doesn't fit or you're installing it wrong. Click the lower picture in
the post for a blow up of the retainer in place. It should fit perfectly or something's wrong with
the retainer or your installation. Follow the directions for locking the balance shaft in position or
you will be doing the job again. It takes a moment to load so be patient. It is very similar to the
procedure right up through , although anyone doing this job should have an OEM Manual! What
is your opinion on Gates Brand? I ordered Gates Brand for both timing and balance shaft belts,
both tensioners, and water pump. Are Gates Water pumps any good? Do you have any
recommendations on what brands to use for each part especially the water pump , besides OEM
Honda? I am very grateful for your website and advice. Hi Bernard, I wanted to add one more
question to my above comment. Thank you. I have a simple answer to both questions, Anon. I
use only Honda OEM parts for the entire job. That is the only way I do the job. Hi Bernard, I have
a 93 honda accord se with k miles on it. I believe that the owners manual says use 5W motor oil.
I have heard that you should use 10w on higher mileage cars. May I please ask for your opinion
on this? What oil do you recommend I use on this car. I live in Missouri and most of my driving
is in the city the coldest it gets in the winter is around 0 degrees and the hottest it gets in the
summer is around degrees. Any advice would be greatly appreciated. Anon, unless your Honda
is burning oil, I would go with 5w I drive a Toyota Corolla with over , miles on it. I still use the
recommended 5w in it. Because I'm obsessive about caring for it, I use 5w Motorcraft Full
Synthetic and I change it every 3, to 3, miles. Yes, I know what everyone says about you not
needing to change it that often. I do it anyway because I've had motors apart where the
customers were going 5, to 7, between changes. They are always sludged. The reason being
most people, including me, get stuck in traffic jams every day, and do short trip driving.
Besides, the used oil is always recycled. Towed car to my mechanic and he told me there was
no retainer plate installed and he fixed my car, did all the belts, water pump, everything that you
had suggested to other people here. Do you think i can get reimbursed my money, seeing as the
dealership didnt put the retainer plate on. I have the receipt as proof, and my mechanic has put
it in writing that it wasnt in place and that is why i had all this problem. I am disgusted at Honda

as this is the second time they have been negletful. What do you think of my chances of getting
reimbursed? Thanks, crissy. Crissy, on a twelve year old car, I don't like your chances. I hope
no engine damage results from the loss of oil. If everything is okay, count your blessings and
move on. You could write Honda as you did with the transmission bill, but if you're thinking
lawyers or courts, forget it. It would cost you more than you can ever win. Thanks again for your
input, crissy. Yes, it was wrong of Honda not to issue a Technical Service Bulletin for the
balance shaft seal retainer to be installed on every timing belt job all the way up until they
started using the 2. I was driving on the highway when the engine suddenly shut off. I tried to
start the car right when I pulled off of the highway, but it wouldn't start. After waiting for about
minutes, the car starts and I drove it on the highway again, but once again the engine would
suddenly shut off I also noticed, oddly, that the RPM meter jumps erratically before the engine
shuts off. Do you know what the problem may be? I believe it may be an ignition problem. When
the car wouldn't start right after the engine suddenly shut off I pulled a spark plug and had
someone try to start the car and I didn't see any spark. Peja, best guess from here on the
Internet would be a bad Igniter or faulty Main Relay. If it's the Main Relay, and you're a novice,
you'll have a hell of a time finding it. I'm sorry, but I don't have a picture of its location. Hi
Bernard, As a follow up to your reply, I had it towed to my house. I took off the distributor cap
and rotor and everything just fell apart. The metal piece inside of the rotor that creates contact
to the distributor shaft fell out, along with the rotor itself. The rotor also looked scratched up.
The distributor cap was full of charcoal dust and had a bunch of engravings in it. The "center
contact thingy" in the middle of the distributor cap was also completely worn off. Could the
distributor cap and rotor be the problem? It seems as if the engine only shuts off when you
drive it on the highway for a long time that is, when the engine is at a high rpm for a long time.
I've also read as you have stated that it could be the ignition control module. Peja, you may
have multiple problems. Since you've decided to work on it yourself, checking for excessive
Distributor shaft play; and if that's fine, then replacing the cap and rotor which are obviously
bad is logical. From here I can't tell you much more, but the main relay and ignitor are the two
most common problems with those for intermittent shutoffs. Make sure your power and ground
leads are clean and tight too. There is a ground lead on the thermostat housing that gets
corroded over time and causes problems too. I can only assume you've made sure you have no
timing belt issues. May I ask, how do you check if the distributor shaft play is "excessive? Or
did you mean that the timing belt may be going out? Peja, you grasp the top of the dist. For me
at the shop, if I suspect a bad dist. As to the timing belt, I only asked about it because I'm
confused as to what it is you are complaining about now. If you had to have it towed to your
house, that would mean to me everything is suspect and I would start checking basics: timing
belt and timing, compression, fuel, and ignition. Plus, I asked about the timing belt because if it
goes out on you while on the freeway in a Honda, it's an interference fit and will take out the
engine with it. Oh, I understand now. I believe you may be right because the distributor cap and
rotor were replaced new and only have 20k miles on them. It makes sense that the distributor
housing bearing may be going out and it is causing the rotor to spin erratically at high speeds. I
just don't understand why the car ran so good and even now, still runs good with the bad
distributor cap and rotor still on it, but at high speeds the car just shuts off. I am going to check
the distributor shaft. I can't express how much I appreciate you giving me advice on this. I'm
really confused now. Is the Honda running or not with the bad cap and rotor? If it is running,
why would you have it towed? If there's no excessive play in the dist. If it still doesn't start, then
you're back to checking basics. As mentioned before, the ignitor and main relay are the most
probable causes of intermittent stall outs. I am sorry for the confusion. I was driving on the
highway and the car suddenly shut off. I tried to start the car immediately after I pulled over to
the shoulder and it wouldn't start. I waited about 30 minutes and the car started. I drove for
about 10 more miles, and the car shutoff again. At that point, it wasn't safe for me to keep
driving the car on the highway when it kept shutting off randomly, so I had it towed. The car
itself still starts and runs good with the bad distributor cap and rotor in it, but when you drive it
for a long distance like around 50 miles , the engine randomly shut off. But before it gets to that
point, the car starts and runs smoothly however, I did have an occurrence where the car had to
be cranked six or seven times before it started, usually the car starts after one crank. I apologize
for the confusion. Hi Bernard, I wanted to adjust the ignition timing on my 93 accord 4dr se with
a timing light. In the manual it says you must put a jumper wire on the "service check
connector. Peja, the blue 2 wire service check connector is under the glove box and may be in a
'holder' of some kind. By the way, I replaced the ignitor and that fixed the problem I was having
with the car. I can't express how much I appreciate your help and advice. Hi Bernard, I have a 93
accord, with k miles on it. I am doing a complete timing job on the car and this includes
changing the water pump. I've heard that if you use non-honda coolant, it can damage the seals

on the new water pump. If I use for example, Prestone coolant, will it damage the seals on the
new water pump? Anon, I use Prestone all season, all color, long life coolant. There may be an
issue with the newest Hondas but definitely not with a The low side valve fitting screws on fine
to the manifold guage however, the stock high side pressure fitting on the car is smaller than
the fitting on the manifold guage. Do you know what are the standard R12 fitting sizes for the
low and high side lines? Do you know what type of adapter, if any, I would need to get so I can
connect to the high side fitting of the car? Everything on the car is still the original R12 with no
Ra fittings or accessories. Any advice or guidance would be greatly appreciated. Anon, here's
your best chance on the web if your local Autozone or other auto parts house doesn't have one.
You'll probably have to call the number on the site to actually speak to a person in order to get
the right adapter. Hi Bernard, I am changing the front and rear brake pads, and front brake
rotors on my 93 accord. Is there anything special you have to do to "break in" the new pads and
rotors? Do you need to add some special compund material to the new pads or any grease to
the shims? Anon, I'm sorry but I don't give out brake tips because I believe that is one area
where experimenting DIY'ers can kill themselves, their families, or someone else on the road. If
you insist on doing them get a factory Honda manual and follow the instructions to the letter,
including testing the calipers and hydraulic system. Bernard, I used the info and advise I found
on here and figured out it was the retainer plate on my 95 Honda accord that caused my
massive oil leak Sorry I forgot to mention that I replaced the timing belt, power steering belt ,
water pump and changed the oil and all the seals and there was still a whistle sound but today
is when the power steering belt popped off I wish I could help from here, Mary, but it's not
possible for me to know why your Power Steering belt came off. My guess would be you may
have gotten the Power Steering out of alignment when you put the pump back into place, or
didn't get the proper tension on it, or didn't tighten something that allowed looseness. This is
only a guess though. Bernard, pretty amazing all of the people you have been able to help here.
Good for you. My 93 accord developed a substantial oil leak from the lower timing belt cover. So
I popped off the upper timing belt cover, and sure enough the front balance shaft seal had
worked itself loose. Exactly like in your picture above. Also, should I put any sort of grease or
sealant on the seal when I install it? Anon, that's the oil dipstick tube o-ring seal, because you
have to remove the dipstick tube for access. Here's a link to the PDF with pictures. Hi Bernard,
Great blog! I have a Honda Accord 4-cyl with K miles and an oil leak. The Honda dealer has
indicated replacing the rear balancer shaft case set. Is this the same as the balance shaft seal?
I'm a little disturbed with this oil leak after having the timing belt, water pump, etc. Can you
advise? You are exactly right Unknown. They didn't install the retainer when they did the timing
belt job. Now, the balance shaft oil seal popped out, causing the oil leak. Go to this address
which will show you the retainer they should have installed when they did the timing belt. Print
the article to show them. I have no idea if they'll take responsibility for leaving the retainer out.
Although the Tech Service Bulletin does not include your year vehicle, it should have, and they
should have known it. The one that popped out in this post I wrote about is from a Accord. My
Honda Accord 4 cylinder , preventative maintenance was due. Honda Service replaced timing
belt, drive belts, water pump, coolant and set timing. Three 3 months later on my way to work
the oil light came on and then another light came that I had never seen. I was a half mile from
my job. When I got there I parked and after I got off I checked the oil stick--no oil! I called
Monday and the Adviser said my car was ready--no charge! The invoice states that the balancer
shaft seal "popped" out, replaced seal, installed retainer, replaced timing and balancer belt at
no charge. One day after I had changed the oil my grandson wanted to see the engine. I noticed
crankshaft wobbling. Could the popped out balancer shaft seal have caused the damaged
crankshaft? If not, what could have caused crankshaft to wobble? I purchased my Honda new at
this Service Center. For 12 years all of my preventative maintenance has been done at this
Honda Service Center. They did my , miles and , miles timing belt, water pump service. Yes,
Kendrick, running it with that kind of sudden loss of oil can cause main bearing failure that the
crankshaft runs on. Yes, they should have installed the retainer when they did the timing belt
job. No, I don't know why they didn't. The Honda in my post here is a Accord. The only thing I
have a question about is if there is wobble in the crankshaft, there should also be noise. You
didn't mention it having any other symptoms. Thank you for responding quickly. So the main
bearing could have damaged the crankshaft? Any other ways crankshaft could be damaged
while doing stated service? Once I knew the crankshaft was wobbling I could feel it a little but
there was no noise. The pulley also wobbles. No other symptoms. No, I can't guess from here,
Kendrick. Take it somewhere and find out why the crankshaft pulley wobbles. That is the only
logical first step. I have a '99 Accord 4 cylinder. I got a sudden oil leak and investigated it's
source and found a mist coming out of the driver's side of the engine below the midpoint of the
engine. If the front balance shaft seal had popped out would the oil leak be from the back side of

the motor or is this more likely to be the o-ring seal at the rear balance shaft area? A popped out
balance shaft seal leaks a lot of oil and will blow back on everything around the driver's side
rear of the engine, Bob. Don't guess. Have someone take a peek inside the timing case cover.
You can lose enough oil in a very short time and ruin the engine. The oil will get all over the
timing belt too. BernardL, I hope your good karma bucket is flowing over. Thanks for the
information AND patience! I just had the balance shaft seal blow out on my Accord, and am in
the process of replacing. You also 'scared' me into replacing the water pump. Well, that and the
detailed instructions for the nightmarish timing steps. It will dump oil out at a very fast rate,
Jeebs. It seems like that's your problem, especially if it's pooling under the timing case cover.
My guess so far, is that it could simply be the normal sound of a "big block" 4cyl, which is what
the 2. Although I do remember saying to the salesman that the car was very quiet, but this was
on the highway and the sound of the highway does drown out many sounds. So here are some
facts about the status of the car: - bought it when it had ,Kms, it now has ,kms - had the timing
belts changed, and the valves adjusted pretty much right after, if it was anything to do with the
timing belts, you would notice it all the time correct, plus the power would lag? Still nice and
golden, no darkness to it. Ok, so now on the subject of describing the sound that I hear only
when accelerating. Maybe the sound of the exhaust traveling down the manifold to the down
pipe is different when the engine is under load? Or could a semi-faulty knock sensor enhance
the engine growling sound? I was told if the timing belt was rattling, it would sound much
different, although the sound could be also similar to like someone gurgling, kind of. Would
really like to know what this sound is. I did talk one Honda mechanics, and he said that's the
characteristic of the engine for all Accords to , and that's it's totally normal! I hope he's right!
Erwin, my guess is when you changed the exhaust system, it changed the sound. You would
notice it more on acceleration. Thank you for making others aware of this issue. I lost all my oil
in a matter of 1 mile but luckily it appears no engine damage after my new mechanic fixed it all
up. He is a former Honda tech and was well aware of the retainer clip issue. The Honda
dealership that did my timing belt service at k did not install the retainer clip. I am hoping to get
some of the repair reimbursed by them or American Honda. It is unacceptable that the TSB only
applied to particular older Hondas but mine still failed without the clip. I am writing to them now.
You're absolutely right, Roger. A woman won her case against Honda of Canada using this
blog. The pictures on the post are from a Honda Accord of a customer's car in my own shop. I'm
glad your engine wasn't damaged. Hi Bernard, I like many others think I have a seal pop-out
issue. Made appointment with a mechanic on Thursday. Was wondering if I should put in 5
quarts and drive it there 15 min or have it towed. Also, I am no trained mechanic, but I have
done lots of repairs on vehicles over the years. How strongly do you advise against people
doing this job themselves? Don't have an acetylene torch, but have a propane topper. I do not
have an extra 1, laying around to spend on a 13 year old car. What do you think my chances are
to do this job right all parts you suggest replacing? I assume this work can all be done without
pulling the motor out of the car? Thanks for your great help to all us folks in need. You might
make it over there and you might not, Jim. It leaks oil very fast through there. This is not a job
for a novice. If you plan on attempting it, you will need the shop manual, and if the crank bolt is
on there like the others I've run across, only making the bolt cherry red will get it out of there.
That can only be done with a very hot torch. Mechanic had the car all day, from 9am to , calls me
and says that the leak is coming from under the timing cover. I feel I am being ripped off. What a
great waste of time and money. I can't understand why they're approaching it like it's a mystery.
If the oil is pouring out of the timing case, it's the balance shaft seal. You could print the
pictures off my post, and go down and show them. The one in the post is a Honda Accord. Well,
I decided to do this job myself. Used a few excellent links including this blog! This video was
most helpful, excellent detail and information. This guy is awesome. Spent a week spraying it
with penetrant PB Blaster , once every day or two. Used propane torch on the washer too. Used
this method for leverage jack stand. Timing belts looked quite new, and I decided I could do the
job again if some other seal let's go. Didn't buy the other seals or water pump. Parts were about
Car is back on the road! My thanks for the blog and info, much appreciated. Thanks for the
update, Jim. Yes, those crank bolts are a bear unless you use an acetylene torch to get them
cherry red, and then use an impact gun remove them. Bernard, First off, thank you for being
such a helpful person and willing to tackle random people's issues. I own a Honda Accord Ex 4
cylinder Vtec with , miles on it and know very little of history before , miles on it. Tonight, after a
quick visit to the old ladies house please don't mention the old or quickie part to her;- I started
my trusty Accord to make the "long walk of shame " home, to find a huge amount of oil coming
from my timing belt cover it looks like. I made it about a mile before the engine light as well as
the oil light came on, and I got out to find a ton of oil coming from my timing belt cover. I limped
it home through the fleeting cold snow storm cause I had no phone it died yesterday and it was

late so the gas stations were closed and had no choice but to try or be stranded. Remember the
Donner Party? Well being the only person to eat if I had to survive in this frozen Hell, I elected to
try to get home. No damage to motor as I can tell, but to my know it all manly pride I'm hurting.
Please let me know your thoughts on this matter. I did have to change a radiator hose last week,
and the idle seems low as well. I also noticed a lot of exhaust in my cabin area during warmup,
and this seems sudden since it sat for a few days in the cold. The idle has been low about a
week like it's trying to die. Idk if it's related. Thanks so much, Your frozen neighbor, Dustin
Teeples. Dustin, you didn't mention how far you drove with no oil, nor did you mention if you
had your Honda repaired. If you've had the timing components and balance shaft seal and
retainer replaced, then the only thing you can do is religiously check fluid levels before starting
out, and watch your gauges during travel like a hawk. If you've done damage to the engine
because of overheat from the radiator hose you had to replace, a coffee colored goop may show
on your underside of the oil cap, and your heater will begin acting up. If the cylinder walls are
scored because of running it with no oil, then the exhaust smoke would also deposit wet oil
droplets too at the tail pipe and have an odor to it. Bernard, I haven't been able to make it to the
shop yet cause the Holidays around here crazy! This being a Mormon state, everything shuts
down on Sunday and every place that's close I've called is closed so I'll be waiting till tomorrow
to take it somewhere. My previous comments somehow got erased so I'll update again. This
frozen winter wonderland has also made the roads pretty bad as well, and definitely don't
wanna get stuck while this issue ensues. The last thing I need is having to replace a motor out
of me missing my 21st chromosome and doing something stupid. So with that being said here
are my questions. First off, I only limped my car home about a mile and a half. I tried very hard
not to let the RPMs get up to and no there was no overheating or even a change in the
temperature. That goes for changing the hose as well, and neither time did it even have much of
a temp change and I watched it closely. Neither the timing belt or balancing shaft seal have
been replaced, and I honestly don't know when the last time it was. The fact it all of a sudden
has sprung this geyser of oil outta the timing belt cover has me agreeing with you about the
seal, but how come so fast? It was fine two days before and then BAM! It sprang a leak this bad
and this fast? Idk, I guess I would of imagined it would be progressive is all. Second, if I just put
enough oil in it to drive it to the shop would that cause anymore damage? If I take it to the
closest shop it's about 2 miles away on a 50 mph road. Yes, it might leak all over this Happy
Valley Hell, but hey I got a shaved head and tattoo's, these people expect it from me;- Third and
last, I know you charge different from what I'm sure I'll see here, but how much am I looking at if
it's the balancing shaft seal or something similar in there? The Grinch hit my house this year, as
well as a costly chemotherapy session I'm doing, and the "green" on this Grinch turning red if
you catch my drift. Any kind of idea works. Thanks once again for your service and advice to us
all. Gratefully, Dustin "Boxer" Teeples. I'll keep this straight forward. To even see how the
Honda will be, you will need to fix it as described in the original post here. The reason you lost
all the oil so suddenly is just like the picture in this post. The seal popped out No, you will not
know the extent of the damage until it is fixed. No, you cannot drive it. It does not matter where
you live or your financial woes, you will not be able to drive the car until you can pay to fix it, or
scrap it. That decision must be yours alone. There are no other ideas. There is only reality.
You'll have to save enough money to fix it properly. I'm sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but
there are no patches for this once you've had oil thrown all over the inside of the timing belt
area from a popped balance shaft seal. Benard, I'm just curious, are you green? Now who's the
Grinch! Lol Happy to me! Thanks man, I'll take that advice since it's not quite a scrapper yet;Screwed in Putah, Dustin. I've been working forty years in the trade giving people news they
don't want to hear, Dustin. Unfortunately, I can't change reality. I hope it works well after you get
it fixed. Thank you once again Bernard, and I will keep you posted on the fate of my little
dilemma. I appreciate you taking your time and effort to help me, and I will be supporting you by
getting a few books you've written that look pretty good. I'm an author myself not published and
read alot. Who is your books styled after if you can give an example? I assume and correct me if
I'm wrong, but at first glance they kinda sound like Stuart Woods a little or James Patterson
maybe? Anyway, let me know what ones to start with;- Gratefully, Dustin. I write violent pulp
fiction with humor, Dustin. Here's my Amazon Author's page with a listing of all 24 of my novels.
My advice is to read the reviews and the 'Look Inside' preview on any that catch your interest.
As a writer, I'm sure you'll be able to tell if any of them would be entertaining for you. Thanks for
your interest. Hi Bernard, I have a 93 accord with k miles on it. The inside tread of my tires on
both the passenger and driver side are wearing out more than the rest of my tire. I took it to an
alignment shop and they told me that the camber on the FR and RL axles are out of spec They
told me that I must get adjustable upper ball joints for these axles to correct the problem. I
inspected the front and rear end of the car and noticed that the sway bar and control arm

bushings for both the front and rear are in bad shape. I also noticed a small amount of grease
around the front struts however the car drives smooth with no noticeable strut problems during
steering and going over bumps. I took it to the dealer for a second opinion and they said the
struts were okay and that although the bushings are in bad shape, they said that it would not
affect the alignment of the car. Peja, if you really plan on putting money into your 93 Accord, do
the struts and bushings, rotate good tires to front, and don't do anything else until you see how
the tires wear then. I believe the new struts and bushings will put it back into alignment. While
driving the car, it doesn't seem to have any problems going over bumps. I inspected the struts
and they seem like they are in good shape with the exception of the front struts that had a little
grease around them. However, at the same time, the struts have never been changed and have k
miles on them. Troy, if you've never done one of these, do not guess. You must have specific
OEM manual and follow the directions religiously. Another thing to keep in mind, I have never
done one that I didn't have to heat the crankshaft bolt until it was cherry red to break it free - not
a task for a beginner. Here are directions for a , which are nearly identical. Adrian, you need to
go to a Honda dealer with your VIN number and order the parts. I'm sorry, but I don't know the
numbers. Sorry I didn't have time to read this entire thread but I have a 87 accord, timing belt
done last year but now oil leak coming from timing cover. Possible to pop the lower cover off
and replace seals only? How many seals? Take it back to whomever did the timing belt job,
show them what's wrong. If the timing and balance shaft belts are coated in oil, they'll have to
be done again. The balance shaft seal can be popped into place again and a balance shaft seal
retainer kit from the dealer must be added to make sure it doesn't happen again. It is not a job
for an amateur. The seal must not be put back in crooked. If it needs to be replaced, everything
must come off as the picture in my post shows. At least look at the pictures I have posted.
Taking them with you may be a help. I wonder how often even the dealerships didn't install the
new plate. We had timing and balance shaft belts replaced around K miles, and experienced a
massive leak from the seal popping out. I'm not sure yet whether the retainer was missing,
poorly installed, or somehow compromised. Don't these plates pretty much guarantee that the
seal won't catastrophically come out, assuming they were installed properly? The car ended up
being driven with most of the oil lost, and it seemed to beat the odds by having no obvious
damage. Also some valve train noise, and maybe unrelated to the leak there's a flapping sound
when going over bumps which seem more pronounced. Any thoughts? You're right, Andy.
Dealers did leave the retainers off on ones like this Accord, because they weren't covered in the
tech bulletin. Once the retainer is in place, the seal cannot pop out. It's very possible you have
some valve problems. I would recommend a valve adjustment and compression check after the
adjustment. The flapping sound could be the inner fender and bottom covers that are removed
and put back in place after a timing belt job. I assume you had it redone with a retainer. I can't
give you any advice on the transmission other than making the engine run right first and see
how it shifts then. After some delay, the car got another look. They said they couldn't figure out
the flapping noise and underfloor vibration at first. Valve adjustment may follow, but all this
stuff adding up on top of the cost of the seal fix etc. That throws into question the compression
test if power stays "normal" and idle is mostly acceptable. I'll post back otherwise. BTW, has
anyone you're aware of made a claim for reimbursement related to this apparent neglect?
Thanks again. The rack and pinion unit suddenly making noise after a botched timing belt job,
where they didn't install the seal retainer, seems unlikely. You may be able to take them to small
claims court but you need to make a case. Chances are, you will lose, not to mention days lost
doing it. Some common sense advice - check your tires and tire pressures, use a flashlight and
check the serpentine belt yourself I'm sure you can tell if it is covered with those wear cracks on
the surface , use good gas example Chevron Supreme or Unocal Super , check your own inner
wheel well plastic covers and bottom cover for looseness. If the covers are loose and can be
rattled around by you tapping your hand against them, they can certainly cause a flapping
noise. Only you can determine when to get another car and bail out on the one you have. Sorry I
wasn't very clear, but I was only wondering about claims with Honda or dealerships related to
fixing the oil seal. But that's about as far fetched I suppose. We did do some more poking
around today. Nothing seemed obviously loose. And the belts don't appear really bad likely why
shop 1 didn't notice, when focused on other things. So at this point we are in the process of
deciding including a second opinion whether to put more into it. Thank you for the input, and
happy weekend. Post a Comment. Search This Blog. Popped Out Balance Shaft Seal. Honda
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toyota kijang
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heir Honda Accords for the balance shaft seal popping out, and flooding oil into the front
timing case area. A new customer came in last week with oil pouring out of the front case. It was
a Honda Accord with 2. It had nearly , miles on it, but had been well cared for at another shop.
The customer showed me the invoice for changing the timing belt and balance shaft belt at 90,
miles, asking me of course if this were related. In a way it was. I know people are still picking up
this very nice Accord used from the years â€” with either the 2. The balance shaft seal problem
should be investigated when buying one of these, or getting your timing and balance shaft belts
replaced. The balance shaft retainer plate should be in place or if missing, it should be installed.
Also change the water pump whenever doing the timing belt no matter what. Use Honda parts
only in this vital area. Thank You! Every little bit helps my writing gig. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom.

